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you can volunteer for First Division. Thank
you.
The Brakeman's Rag relies on First Division
input to share our model railroading
experiences. Don't feel shy about sending
your photos and captions to Charlie Hutto, our
Editor. If you want to sign up to do a regular
article on model railroading, contact him. The
article needs only to be 250 words or so, and
may include a few photos.

An Invitation Asking You to Get More
Involved
In our last issue, I acknowledged the help of
members in planning the PNR 2020
Convention in Eugene, which was canceled
due to COVID-19 issues. I missed one person
who contributed to the effort. A thank you also
goes to Jim Davenport, who drew the poster
we used to advertise the convention. If I
missed anyone else, please let me know.

Take care and stay safe.
Rich

Editor’s Report
By Charlie Hutto

First Division will host the 2022 PNR
Convention in Eugene. We have the benefit of
having done the work once so it should be
easy to finalize the 2022 convention. We are
looking for more help, though, so if you are
interested in volunteering, please contact me
or Christopher Jones. Thank you.

Much of this edition of the Brakeman’s Rag
contains articles and pictures sent in by you,
First Division members. Thank you. If you
would like to share a brief note and a picture or
two of what you are working on, feel free to
send it my way.

First Division is not planning any Mini-Meets in
upcoming months, so we are looking at
methods to bring us together online. I have
attended some clinics hosted by divisions in
other regions and I see the potential for our
members with Internet access to join the
experience. Put simply, I have observed
clinics using my computer without an attached
camera or microphone, as well as with those
devices. The person who presents the clinic
needs these, of course, but others can enjoy
the clinic and participate by using the texting
capabilities available. I am aware of NMRAx,
an online collection of clinic talks, but as of yet
I have not looked into the collection. Your
comments are welcome on how we can use
technology to benefit our members.

Summer is the busy season for me at work
(yes, I still have a real job that I have to spend
40 hours a week at). When the weather is
nice, I prefer to spend my time outside, as the
rain and cold weather will be here soon
enough.
I recently purchased a 3D Printer. I’ve had it
for a few weeks, and currently learning how to
send files to it to print. I am trying to learn CAD
so I can print out my own details, detail parts,
and even entire buildings and cars.
My current project is a flat car. As I write this in
early August, I just printed out the second
prototype, and it’s not too shabby. Still lots to
learn, and I hope to get it finished up soon so I
can submit it for Achievement Program
evaluation.

I encourage you to step up and volunteer to
serve on the First Division Board of Directors.
At present, the work of the Board is performed
by email, so no travel is involved. We are short
at a few positions, so your participation could
help us tremendously. On a separate item,
you are also invited to provide articles for the
Brakeman's Rag. Contact me to explore how

Feel free to contact me with any comments or
questions. My email address is
charliehutto@hotmail.com .
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dried pieces back in their proper plastic bag. I
should have taken a photo of this scene. The
sticks were set out to dry on 17 separate shop
towels on my kitchen counters and range—
quite a project in itself. The next morning, I
picked up the dry wood and placed them in the
labeled bags.

The Machine Shop at Deer Creek:
Building a Sierra West Models
Structure Kit
Episode 1
By Rich Pitter
Just to set things straight, I'm learning how to
build high-end craftsman kits. This kit is my
first attempt, and I hope to learn some
construction methods that will serve me well in
the process. I'm doing my best, but the result
may sometimes come across as second rate.

I followed the "advance preparations" steps to
spray the acetate window sheet with Dull Cote,
spray the tarpaper roofing, and give a dark
wash to the laser-cut sheet of windows. I
primed the metal and resin castings, primed
the water tank resin casting, and stained the
resin casting for the front of the machine shop.

The kit is quite daunting. It has 10 packages of
stripwood and small detail parts, a
polyurethane casting of the machine shop
stone wall, a spiral-bound instruction book and
several templates, and boxes of metal and
plastic castings.

I then worked on the wooden walls of the main
building. Starting with the right main building
wall, I taped the template to a glass plate and
taped wax paper on top of the template. I
positioned the two windows and spot-glued
them in position, then glued the framing pieces
together as per instructions.

The first step was to color the basswood
lumber parts. Following instructions, I mixed
some acrylic paints in water and soaked the
scale lumber in disposable aluminum loaf pans
for 24 hours. The paints the recommended are
Polly Scale paints that are no longer in
production. The paints I used were craft
paints: Black, Licorice, and Burnt Umber. I
added 1/2 tsp of each per 20 oz water and
shook them to dissolve the paint, the poured
the solution over the wood and stirred things
around with tweezers. It took 40 oz. of the
solution to dye the wood. The instructions
mentioned 8-inch loaf pans 2 inches deep, but
some of the wood is longer than 8 inches, so I
bent the pans to accommodate the longer
pieces of wood.

I then took the stripwood in bag 2 and brushed
each piece with a steel brush to roughen the
stick. I followed instructions to lay out the
vertical boards on the wall. As I cut the
boards to length, I used a quilting pin to add
knot holes to the boards. I had a knotty-pine
bedroom wall as a youth and I climbed pine
trees in Idlewyld back in the '50's. So, knot
holes were added as follows (as per my
memory of distant times). Selecting a starting
point on the board, about 1/8- to 1/4-inch from
one end, I added one or two (usually two) knot
holes by poking the pin through the board.

I soaked the stripwood for 24 hours, stirring
occasionally but not putting any effort into
separating the individual pieces. (That last part
may have been a mistake because many of the
boards had light gray coloring on at least one
side, and some had dark black coloring on one
side.) The next evening before bed, I carefully
removed the sticks and put them to dry without
touching one another on blue shop towels. I
labeled each towel; the next day I placed the
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Sometimes, I added a third knot hole across
the width of the board. The next set of knot
holes was about 1 cm further along on the
board (the self-healing cutting pad I used had
centimeter-size squares in a grid.) I repeated
the poking of holes in that manner, to the end
of each strip of wood, then to the rest of the
strips that I had cut for adding to the wall. On a
few boards, I cut openings at one end, and
placed the openings at the floor of the building.

August 2020

I was able to remove the waxed paper shreds
with gentle sanding and plucking with
tweezers.

I put a thin bead of glue on the framing and
added the boards. This part went easily. As
per the instructions, I added some knot holes in
the wood and trimmed some bottom edges to
represent moisture deterioration at the floor
level.

After trimming the boards at the top for the two
windows, the next step was to attach the
battens. I started, first using batts to frame the
windows, then being careful to keep them
perpendicular, but after awhile, I noticed a
problem.

When dry, I gently pried the wall side off the
template. Glue had caused numerous pieces
of waxed paper to tear off. At first I thought
they might pass as cobwebs, but on closer
inspection, they didn't pass as such.

I used the wrong pile of wood for the batts!
The wood I used is similar in size but painted
differently, and was provided for framing. So I
removed the batts, which were attached using
Canopy Glue. I used a small brush and
painted their edges with isopropyl alcohol,
loostening the glue and permitting me to pry
the batts off. The remediation was pretty good.
One board came off from the process; it was
replaced easily.
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Thus ends Episode 1. I got through page 23 of
100 in the instruction book. Now that I know
how to build a wall, piece by piece, the
instructions do not continue with the same
detail. Remember, the model has six more
wooden walls and a stone front casting. And
that's just the walls.

So I redid the batts, using the right pile of
wood, then brushed the entire wall with a wash
of india ink and alcohol to sort of even things
out. I glued the windows in place (after
breaking a bit of muntins in the left one) and I'll
set this aside for now. I have the broken
muntin piece on my workbench, so when I find
it, I'll spot-glue it in place. The final clean-up of
the wall involves cutting and sanding the tops
of the batts even with the top of the boards.

Our very own Christopher Jones was awarded
the PNR President’s Award! Read more about
it on Page 57 of the June 2020 edition of
NMRA Magazine. Congratulations,
Christopher!

Some observations of my initiation in to bigtime craftsman kit building follow. First, the
steps are easy to do, but instructions need to
be followed carefully. There are 10 bags of
wood in the kit. Keep the bags separated and
keep the wood in the bags until time to use
them. Proceed slowly and carefully, and
remember it's much easier to take your time
and do things right the first time than it is to
remediate problems. I am 73 and my hands
shake, so when I'm doing close work, I need to
stabilize my hands by placing the sides of my
palm on the worktable. I would recommend
people not wait until their 70's to start building
craftsman kits. A teenager can learn all the
steps and proceed carefully at a faster pace
than I can.
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between Adrianne and Yellow Jacket. The
rock molding is going real slow.
One thing I thought about when it became
apparent that our available hobby time will be
changing, was to consider working on my
cupboard of unbuilt car kits. Like every other
modeler, I have a collection of kits that never
got built, just waiting for the proper time. Since
buying RTR equiptment for years, I forgot how
involved and time consuming the construction
can be. Sometimes it makes me nostalgic, as
things were more difficult, but simpler then.

I started this 2' X 2' G gauge diorama last year.
I was able to pick up some items at a local train
shop and more during a local train show.
It has also turned into a Coronavirus project.
I chose G gauge because of the limited
working conditions available to me. I knew
working with HO or N scale would require a lot
more detail, which would have been too much
of a challenge. A lot of the diorama was done
in a small garage that wasn't very well lighted.
I'm happy with the results. It will be something
else to add to my displays at our future train
shows.

From Gene Neville:
The small wood pieces are the beginning of
some scratch built open lumber loads for flat
cars and gondolas. This is from an article in
the S.P. Trainline and RMC, written by Paul
Chandler. The finished project is quite realistic
and captures the random lengths of the
boards.
The engine house is a laser kit being built for
Yellow Jacket. Completion of the scenery at
Yellow Jacket is my goal. The other photos are
of the beginning of rock molding for the area
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From Jeroen Gerritsen
I have been spending most of my socially
distant RR time building stacked staging yards
at one end of the railroad room. What you see
in the picture is two (of three) yards with
trackwork almost completed. The third one will
go on top. The big white rectangle on the left
will become a removable bridge to allow
access; it's 1/2" gatorboard which is supposed
to be more stable and stronger than regular
foam core board. People have built modules
with it and it is very light and rigid. I will find out
how well it works for a bridge; if it fails, I'll just
have to go back to plywood. My friend Mark
Kellogg is building the electronic controls for
the yards.
When I need a break from heavy construction,
I've been working on some resin freight car
models. I bought three Buffalo Rochester &
Pittsburgh composite gondola kits from Chad
Boas. They're basically a resin flat car casting
plus side stakes and stake pockets, and laser
cut wood deck and sides. One I completed as
an in-service B&O gon - the B&O took over the
BR&P in 1932. The other two were built as
non-revenue cars, a boom car with the sides
cut down and a "reacher" car with concrete
weights and openings cut in the ends of the
sides for crews to hop in and out. Reacher cars
are used as a handle when switching car floats
so the loco won't add its weight to the bridge
and car float.

From Bernie Mueller:
I’m a new member of 1st Division and wanted
to share my project under construction in my
garage in Coos Bay, Oregon. This is my
second layout. The first was 20 years ago that
ended in divorce. Now at age 71, I’m starting
again! Glad I saved all my train stuff.
I think I’ll go with DC, and old school throws,
with a yard, turntable, neighborhood, and
perhaps a dock. Might not have enough room
for everything. Never enough room!
Steam transition 1948 to 1952, on a 12 ft X 15
ft L-girder. Trains, structures, turntable, track,
and supplies in boxes. Working on a few
structures from a corner in my dinning room
which are PRR structures from Micro-mark and
DPM Models from Walthers.
By next year I hope to be running track. Peco
Code 83, through the wall with tunnels and
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double track, coal drags, freight, and a
Broadway Limited Passenger consist.

From Jeff Johnston:
Berrian Vista, my wife Pam’s town on our
Sugar Pine Lumber Company layout, was in
need of a coal dealer to keep the local
populace supplied. We chose a spot where the
coal-unloading trestle could be located at
grade level with the office building and road
access below grade. The office is a Faller
Military Barracks kit, No. 144034, that Pam
build and finished, and the I scratchbuilt the
trestle to fit the location and sized to
accommodate 34-foot generic hoppers. The
Barracks Kit is a nifty little building that can be
used for a wide variety of other kitbashing
purposes. The coal piles are real coal we
collected, crushed and sifted into different
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grades, then we glued the coal to small piles
shaped from polystyrene foam and
Sculptamold. Several types of Arizona Rock &
Mineral soil and rock make up the ground in
the area. Final details such as figures and
vehicles will be added once the nearby scenery
construction is also done.
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From Rich Pitter:
I recently built this laser-cut Bar Mills Scale
Models kit of "Babcock Boilers," but renamed it
"Bonanza Boilers" for my layout.
At present, it's about 95% complete. I scratchbuilt the large sign on the roof and modified
other signs.
I also changed the main roof to shingles.
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Gary Thomas writes:
I recently helped a young new member put
together a 4' x 4' HO layout for our Christmas
show in 2019. Here are some start to finish
pics!
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Local Railroad Clubs

Superintendent - Rich Pitter richpitter@aol.com

The Atlantic & Pacific N-gineers meet near
downtown Junction City. For information,
contact Mike Adams at mdadams006@aol.com
or 541-913-5865.

Assistant Superintendent - Christopher Jones LLLandCIJ@aol.com

The Corvallis Society of Model Engineers
meets in Adair Village, about 6 miles north of
downtown Corvallis on Highway 99W. For
information, visit club website at
www.csme1959.org.

Treasurer - Charlie Hutto charliehutto@hotmail.com
Chief Clerk - Open

The Eastern Cascades Model Railroad Club
and the associated Live Steamers meet in
Bend. Info: www.ecmrr.org or (541) 317-1545.

First Division Board Members
Gary Decker - garyandbeckyd@gmail.com
Jim Crueger - jim.crueger@gmail.com
Christopher Jones - LLLandCIJ@aol.com
Charlie Hutto - charliehutto@hotmail.com
Dean Seehawer - deanseehawer@gmail.com

The Crooked River Railroad Club meets in
the Crook County Fairgrounds, Prineville.
Contact Jim Davis at (503) 396-0160 or Jim
Van Voorhees (541) 408-4526
The Rogue Valley Model Railroad Club
meets in Medford. For information, contact
Ron Harten at sprucerr@hughes.net or Bruce
Kelly at wilmingtonnorthern@sprynet.com.

Committee Chairs
Achievement Program Chair - Jeroen Gerritsen
- jeroeno.gerritsen@gmail.com

The South Coast Train Club holds meetings
in Coos Bay. It is a 100% NMRA club.
Contact Peter Brandt at pcb904@gmail.com.

Education Chair - Open
Favorite Model Contest Chair - Gary Decker garyandbeckyd@gmail.com

The Umpqua Valley Model Railroad Club
meets in Roseburg, OR. For information,
contact Nick Lehrbach at
lehrbach@rosenet.net.

Brakeman's Rag Editor - Charlie Hutto charliehutto@hotmail.com

The Willamette Cascade Model Railroad
Club meets in Springfield. For information,
contact Lee Temple at ttandt@ram-mail.com.

Webmaster - Charlie Hutto charliehutto@hotmail.com
Membership Chair - Open

The Yaquina Northern Railroad Club meets
every Wednesday evening at 6:30pm in
Newport, in the basement of the local radio
station where their permanent layout is located.
The address is adjacent to 517 SW 9th St,
across the street from the Pig-N-Pancake
restaurant. For information, contact Bill Bain at
(541) 961-0600.

Office Manager - Jim Van Delden genjvan@msn.com
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The Brakeman’s Rag is the newsletter of First Division, Pacific Northwest Region, National Model
Railroad Association. The newsletter is published quarterly. All NMRA members residing within the
counties of Benton, Coos, Crook, Curry, Deschutes, Douglas, Jackson, Josephine, Klamath, Lane,
Lincoln, and Linn in Oregon are considered to be First Division members.
The Brakeman’s Rag is transmitted by email and posted on our web page. Members who do not
have email service receive the newsletter by U.S. Mail. First Division members who want to write
articles are welcome to contact the Editor and discuss matters. You may also send a photo and
caption of something you built or detailed to the Editor. Material from outside the Division is selected
to fill empty space and to advance model railroading for our readers.

Leaders of model railroad groups who want free advertisement of their activities, should send info for
the following four months two weeks prior to the beginning of every third month of the calendar year.

Commercial
Club
Classified
Individual RR Pike

Advertising rates for one year are:
2 x 3 1/2”
3 x 3 1/2”
$24.00
$36.00
$20.00
$30.00
$16.00
$24.00
$12.00
$18.00

Paid Advertisements
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4 x 3 1/2”
$48.00
$40.00
$32.00
$24.00

